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In accor danc e with the considerations and definit i ons 

set forth by Kimberly (6) we shall cons ider t he status of a 

person i n R social system t o be composed of t he evaluat i ons 

t hat other members of the system make of that person. 

I t appe ars t hat an indi vi dual may be evaluated by a 

number of criteria, for instance, performance, spec ial abi-

lities, and strength of commitment ((3), pp.242-43; (6), pp. 

215-17 ). As an example consider the status of the president of 

a company which certainly depends on evaluations wit h regard to 

his performance, his abilities, the nature of his dealings with 

others and s imilar factors. 

St at us inconsistency exists when evaluat i ons of different 

rank are as soci at ed with an individual. Again consider the , 

case of th e company president: Suppose he has i nherited the 

company fr om his father, suppose that he mai ntains very good 

relations wit h his employees, but let us assume that it lS 

also evident that he does not have the requisite ability to 

manage the company . In such a case, a status inconsistency 



lS said t o exist due to a difference in the rank of say, per

sonal relat ions and managerial ab ility, the former being high , 

~tter low. (This example deals with differences in ability 

statuses as the basis -of the inconsistency; in the work below, 

based on Y.imberly's theory, the statuses involved will be due to 

ability and function.) 

In tt.i s paper, when we speak of status inconsistency, 

we assume that an individual who experiences it is to some 

degree a.Tare of i t. This assumption is necessary when we 

consider she concept of status equilibration . The term r e

fers to t he process by which an individual experiencing 

status inconsistency tries to restore the agreement between 

the confli ~-;i ng evaluations . 

Researcn on status equilibration has been done by Kimberly 

(1962 and 1963) (7), as well as by Nichols (r967 and 1968) (~l) 

and (12). The work reported on nere is an attempt to follow up 
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on the studies by Kimberly. A major formulation of Kimberly 's work 

was published in 1966 under the title A Theory of Status Equilibration, 

(6). This theory -attempts to deal wi th the processes of status equi

libration in sub jects under a variety of conditions in connection 

with status inconsistency. It makes predictions regarding the behaviour 
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of subjects under particular sets of condit ions and the majority of 

these predictions have been supported by experimental results, 

(Kimberly, 1963, (7 ); Nichols, 1967, (11 ),1968 , (12)). 

General backgroUl~ d of the Kimberly Status Equilibration Theory 

Before reviewing the Ki mberly Theory in detail it will 

be useful to cons ider the foundations on whi ch it rests. Ba

sically there are two of these: the Thibaut and Kelley cost

reward-mode l of individual respons e (13) ând , a set of ideas 

about status ln a social system (Davis and Moor e) ( 3) . 

Let us briefly consider the Thibaut and Kelley model 

(13). It rests on the assumption that as an individual per

forms a set of act ions (behaviour sequenc e) he is awar e that 

these actions gi ve rise--to "rewards" and " cost-s-". 

In the context of Thibaut and Kelley's the ory costs are 

defined as factors that operate to inhibi t or deter perfor

mance, rewards are defi ned as factors from which pleasure, 

satisfaction or gratification are derived ((13 ),p.12; (6 ) , 

pp. 218-19). We may here consider an example in general terms, 

e.g. a man who decides on walking three miles rather than taking 



a bus. He i s aware that a t t h e end o f hi s walk he is l ikely 

to be t:i.red . But he is also awar e that he will dE'riv e plea

sure from observing the country- side. In this e):ample t.he 

exhaust i :m he must expec t · is a cost; i t will to some degree 

deter h.11 f r om taki ng the walle The pleasure anticipated is 

a reward; i twill induce him to take this vTalk . I f he dec ides 

fo r " the wa l k we assume tha t the pleasures expected ouhTeigh 

the costs foreseen . This ill ust r ates the general principle 

t hat decisions are made for that course of action "Thich pro

mises a net gain i n r eward. 

Two ass'umptions wh i ch w" i ll be shown to be rel evant 

bel ow are also par t of the cost -reward model . One is that 

i ndi v iduals ' who feel they have a r elat-i vely high degree of 

control over the ,out come of an action will tend to f ocus in 

t hei r perc ept i on on rewards . On the other hand , it is as -

s umed tha t a fe el i ng o f !-a.:~k of control ove r ce r tain act i ons 

wi l l inc l i ne the i ndi v i dua l tmrar ds focus i ng on the costs 

associated with the actions, ' ((13), p . 89 ; (6 ), p . 219). Thus 

the individual's preoccupation with either rewards or costs, "as 

the ca se may b~' , i s s een as a basis for furt her act i on. In other 

words, cost and reward in a glven cas e do not cha nge 'value', but 

function different'ly in the decis i on p r o c ess , depending on the 

orientat ion (either towards c ost s or rewards ) o f t he person 

making the decision. 
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Let us now also briefly reV1ew the ideas regarding 

status, based in part on the Davis-Moore theory of strati-

ficati on (3), that play a crucial role in Kimberly's theory . 

As indicated above, the status of an individual in a social 

system depends on the evaluation of the individual by the 

other members of the system. The theory views a social 

system, in general, as having a certain number of goals. If 

we consider only one of the goals there is a set of actions 

which must be perforrned by the members to attain the goal. 

The norms govern1ng such actions are called the "func-

tions" of the system: The functions differ in what action 

and what involvement from the members they require. For 

instance, if at a certain point the goal of a group is to 

establish whether all registered members are present and it has 

been decided that this shall be done by calling the roll, one 

might consider four distinctfunctions: (A) : calling the roll; 

this function could be assigned to one particular pers on in the 

group; (B): presenting oneself at the place of assembly; every 

member would have to perform this function; (C):listening for 

. . 
one's own name during roll call; this is a unique function for 

each member; (D) : answering the roll when one's own name lS 

called; this lS another unique function foreach member. 



Note that, as in this example, there may be basically two 

types of functions: universa l functions (e.g. (B)), and special 

functions (e.g. (A), (C), (D)). 

This distinction betwen functions lS necessary to explain 

the defin i tion of a division of labour used by Kimberly. If we 

have a goal and a group which is to achieve it then the pattern 

of assignment of special functions to the group members defines 

what Kimberly calls the division of labour with r egard to that 

goal, (( 6), pp. 216-17 ). It has already been pointed out that 

status may be derived from a number of sources. When considering 

a particular division of labour, Kimberly's theory focuses on 

four sources of stat us: the functio n assigned to an i ndividual; 

the performance quality of the individual; the general abili ty 

of the i ndividual, and the degree of adherence to group norms 

by the individual, ((6), p. 216). 

A s t atus component derived from one of these sources is 

called a sub-status. Thus we have (spec ial) function sub-status, 

performance sub-status, ability sub-status and loyalty sub-status 

respectively. It is important to note that(special) function 

sub-status is that statuswhich is derived from being assigned 

special functions, whereas loyalty sub-status is derived from 

adherence to universal functions, (( 6), pp. 215-16 ). 
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Another important consideration is that an individual is 

usually quite powerless to improve on his ability sub-status or 

his performanc f: sub-status, « 6), p. 215). This s implifying 

assumption is made by Kimberly because a pers on cannot change 

the ability he is endowed with. · Similarly, if we assume that 

he is worki llg to capacity, his performance sub-status also 

lS relati vffly independent of his further eff~rts since his 

abili ty If.' vel restricts his performance level. 

HoW"'=ver, function sub-status and loyalty sub-status may 

be subject to the individual's manipulation. If for instance, 

the ind i '.fi dual can bring i t about that he is assigned a dif

ferent set of functions th an he was originally given to 

execut e, he has succeeded in c.hanging his 'function sub-status, 

because he has changed the basis of that status. We recall 

that funct ion sub-status is the evaluation of the individual 

with regard to the set of (special) funct~ons he performs. 

In particular this evaluation will be based on the degree to 

which they are included in (or excluded from) other positions, 

« 6 ), p. 217) . 

The Thibaut and Kelley cost-reward model and the set of 

distinctions just introduced regarding the nature arid origin 

of status fOrro the essential elements of the Kimberly Theory. 
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Characteristics of the Kimberly Status Equilibration Theory 

The theory deals basically with two types of status in

consü;1~ ency and the consequent responses under various condi

tions . The two types of status inconsistency are: (a) low 

. fUnct ion sub-status associated with high ability sub-status 

(e.g. a very intelligent person is given trivial problems 

to sol~e), (b) the high function sub-status associated with 

low ability sub-status (e.g. a dull person is given difficult 

problems to solve). One of the assumptions of the theory is 

that eac h person has status aspiration, that is, a tendency 

ta ac t in such a manner as ta increase status if possible. 

In a gr. oup of individuals this tendency may range fram very 

strong i n some to practically nil in others. 

To snow how the cost-reward model and the ides about 

stat us and status aspiration are utili zed in the theory we 

shall now trace the four main arguments of the theory. This 

will be done by listing conditions, reactions and consequen

ces as treated in the theory. It may be convenient for the 

reader to use chart l in following the discussion. The es

sential cOhditions and sequences of events as predicted by 

the theory are gi ven there i n "graphic" form. 
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Firs t , consider an individual with low-function sub

status anà · high-abili ty sub-status, in a particular di vi s ion 

of labour that is, a gifted individual assigned to a very 

easy task (1*). The easy task has little status ln the division 

of labour. Because the indi vi dual cau perform this task 

with a minimum of effort he feels he hasrelatively great 

control over the outcome of his actions as far as this task 

lS concerned. According to t he Thibaut and Kelley model, 

he therefore focuses on therewards t hat are to be obtained 

from his actions, (cf. p . 4, above). 

Inasmuch as the rewards from a low- difficulty function 
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are assumedto bemeagre, the individual will be motivated towards 

a position in the division of labour where the rewards from the 

functions are more substantial. This lS termed "upward 



mobilit.y tendency". We recall also that we postulated 

status aspiration for every individual. This status aspi

ration also will induce the individual under consideration 

to be upwardly mobile since a more highly evaluated position 

lS going to give him more status. Note that in this case 

there are two incenti ves for upvrard mobili ty, namely status 

equillbration and status aspiration. In this case they are 

considered as psychological pressures which are to some 

degree additive. This means that the combined effect of 

these two incentives is .greater than the effect of either 

the mobility pressure due to status inconsistency or the 

status aspiration alone. This point will be dealt with in 

more detail in Chapter II. 

If it is clear to the individual that he cannot by 

any means move to another position his focus on rewards 

will lead- him to consider other alternati~es. In par~icu

lar, it is to be expected that he will act to redistri

bute functions ln such a manner that his and perhaps other 

positions will be assigrled functions ln such a way as to 

increase the statusof these posit ions. This may be re

ferred to as a "more segregated allocation of functions") 

( (6), p. 222 ). 
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If it became evident to this individual that such a 

redistribution of functions is not possible, he may, if his 

unsatisfied upward mobility pressures are strong enough, 

become alienated from the system. This would mean that he 

would cease to conform to the norms of the group and his 

loyalty sub-status, as defined above, would decrease. 

With regard to the high function sub-status, lowabi

lit Y sub-status individual the explanation becomes some

what more complicated. We consider first the general res

ponse to this type of status inconsistency. 

The individual of low ability, when confronted by a 

difficult set of functions, may be expected to feel that 

he has little control over the consequences of his actions. 

He likely will feel that · no matter how hard he may try to 

perform the functions, the quality of his performance will 

be rigidly held in check by his own inadequate ability. 

According to the Thibaut and Kelley theory, we have there

fore an individual who will focus on costs rather than 

rewards. The individual will be preoccupied with the high 

cost associated with the performance of the functions and 

will disregard to a degree the fact that rewards are also 

associated with such performance. Due to his primary focus 

on costs , he will seek,to minimize them. The obvious 

1 2 



way ln which the costs to an individual ln a demanding 

position can be redùced, is to place him in a less demanding 

position. It is true that such a position will bring with it 

lesser reward and that thus a decrease in cost is as soc i ated 

with a decrease in reward. However, since the individual f o

cuses on costs and is primarily concerned with reducing them, 

he to some degree disregards thefact that he is sacrificing 

an appreciable amount of reward. 

We see therefore that the general response to this 

second type of status inconsistency (i.e. high function, 

low ability) is to seek another position in the division of 

labour which entails fewer costs. This tendency to seek 

allocation into a less demanding position is termed "down

ward mobili ty" . 

Now let us consider the assumption t hat all persons 

have st~us asplra~ion. A- tendency toward upward mooiIity 

is seen as the consequence of this status aspiration. In 

the case of the low function, high ability individual, we 

thus have two mobility tendencies. One arising from status 

inconsiste.ncy, which in this case is upward and another from 

status aspiration which is also upward. This brings Kimberly 
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to the notion, already indicated above, (2*), (( 6), p. 222 ) that 

the status inconsistency and status aspiration mobility 

tendencies are to some degree additive. 



In the case of highfunction and low ability the 

addition concept l S similarly used except that the mobility 

tendencies are considered to be of opposite sign. Concei

ving of these tendencies as vectors we can say that the 

resultant is what motivates the individual. In other words} 

when the mobility tendencies are opposed to each other they 

neutralize each other to the extent that their magnitudes 

coincide. To tbe ext ent that . tendency A is greater than 

tendency B,there will be a resultant tendency A-B in the 

direction of A. 

Thus there are three types of resultant tendencies in 

the case of the high function, low ability disequilibrated 

individual which must be considered. 

First is the case where the downward mobility tendency 

due to status inconsistency is clearly greater than the up

ward mobili ty tendency due to status aspiration , (3* T-:- In this 

case it is held that the downward mobility is somewhat less 

than it would be without the status aspirat ion . However, 

the downward tendency is clearly pronounced and the indivi

dual would be motivated · tofollow this tendency. If the 

individual realizes that he cannot move to another position, 

his continued focus on costwill force him, if the status 

inconsistency is st.rong enough, to corisider alternatives to 

14 
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the previously comtemplated mobility. As he will be inte-

rested in reducing costs the next best thing to downward 

mobili ty would be a distribution of functions that will 

incur fewer costs. 

This \ould mean assigning some of the difficult func-

tions which the indi vi dual now has to some other member( s ). 

Carrying the argument one step further, the Kimberly theory 

assumes that if a less segregated allocation of functions 

cannot be brought about and the mobili ty tendency has thus 

been frus trated in two ways, it lS likely that the indivi-

dual will cons ider withdrawal from the norms of the group. 
(c l lO FP 12<l-us) 

The second type of relation between equilibration 

pres sure and aspiration pressure is the case where the 

downwarü mob ility tendency due to status inconsi stency lS 

about equal to the upward mobility tendency due to status 

aspiration (4* ). ' In this case, a blocking of mobility occurs 

within the individual. However, this does not mean that 

the focus on costs, which is assumed in accordance with 

the individual ' s low ability and hence low degree of control, 

is altered. Since mobility is not·. possible , a less segre-

gated allocation of functions as just explained above provides 

a suitable alternative. Again, if this alternative is not 

available, the next step would seem to be the withdrawal 

from conformity to the group norms as also pointed out above. 



This f ollows from the fact that in both cases (that is, 

in the case 'where downward mobility tends t o clearly outweigh 

upward mobil i ty tendencies and ln the case where the two 

balance each ot her) a blockage of mobility may eventually be 

encountered. Tt is from this point on that the responses 

coincide since in both cases we have an individual focusing 

on cost. 

The t hi rd type that may be considered is the one in 

which stat us inconsistency induces a downward mobility ten-

dency but status aspiration is so high that the upward mo-

bility tendency generated by i t is clearly greater than the 
. (5*) 

former; . We may assume therefore, in spite of the indivi-. 

dual's focus on costs, a resultant tendency for upward mo-

bility. Suppose now, however, that such mobility is not 

possible. What will be the reaction of the individual who 

__ still focus~s on costs but has a very high status aspira-

tion so that upward mobility would result if it ~ pos~ 

sible? Cl early , it may be expected that the individual 

will be disposed to have the arrangement of functions in 

the different positions changed if movement to another po-

sition as such is not possible,((6) ,pp. 22l-22t 



We have s o far dealt with what we call a "more s egre

gated allocat ion" and a "less segregated allocat ion of 

functions". I f the individual, whose mobility is blocked 

for one reason or another, is not going to be content vith 

the status quo, he will have to choose one of these pos sibi

lities. In view of his high status aspiration and his fo cus 

on cost, which will it be? The p'erson is above all interes

ted in augmenting his status. A less segregated allocation 

of functions wi ll not serve this purpose, however, a more 

segregated allocation of functions will. From what has gone 

before then it seems warranted to predict that a more segre

gated allocation of functions will in fact be opted for by 

an individual under the conditions just discussed. This 

argument is only implicitly contained in Kimberly's theory, 

even though it is stated here explicitly. (6*) 

As a final alternative ta the case just considered, if 

a change in the distribution of functions such as just des

cribed cannot be obtained and the tendencies in quest ion are 

s uch as to preclude putting up with the status quo, the final 

solution is again withdrawal from the conformity to the group 

norms. 

As already mentioned, the conditions just discussed and 

their attendant predicted responses have been summarized ln 

Chart l for quick reVlew. This chart also points out the 

general structure of the Kimberly Status Equilibration Theory. 
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CHAPTER II 

DETAI LED RESTATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM 

E 



Research work on the various response sets described "' 

has been conducted by Kimberly (6) (7) and Nichols (10). 

In particular, those aspects of the theory which are expli

citly described by Kimberly have been investigated and 

generall y stand confirmed. Nichols (10) and Kimberly and 

Crosbi e (8 ) have demonstrated that the Thibaut and Kelley 

cost-reward mode l does provide an explanation of the psy

chological wo_rk~ngs underlying the equilibration process. 

One chain of responses however has not been investi

gated. This is the case of an individual with high func

tion sub-status, low -ability sub-status and status aspi

ration such that its upward mobility outweighs the down

ward mobility created by the status inconsistency . We 

recall that in this case there was a postulated upward 

mobili ty (7 * ), 

If this mobility is blocked, the theory appears to 

predict implicitly a tendency toward a more segregated 

allocation of functions or, in the case of further block

age, withdrawal from conformity. The argument for such a 

predict ion depends on whether or not these mobility forces, 

as: we shall call them, can in fact be added and subtracted 

from each other. 
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Let us reVlew the thinking that allows us to gee this 

implication in the theory. We are postulating that stàtus 

inconsi stency gives rise to a downward mobility force which 

is like i n kind but opposite in sign to an upward mo?ility 

force cr eated by status aspiration. Are we justified in 

saying a) that such forces are created and b) that they 'ey 

are like in kind and opposite in sign? To show why we can 

answer this question in the affirmative, let us trace what 

happens, according to the Kimberly theory, un der high func-

tion-low ability status inconsistency and what happens 

under status aspiration. 

Cons ider first status inconsistency. We know that the 

person experiencing this inconsistency realizes that he has 
"". 

lowabi lity. He also knows that he is placed in a position 

that makes rather large demands on his ability. What par-

ticular ideas or impulses does this realization create ln 

the pers on regarding his future actions? 

The argument of the Thibaut and Kelley cost reward 

model is that such a person clearly feels that he has very 

little control over the outcome of his actions with respect 

to the position in which he finds himself. That is, in the 

position ln which he finds himself he is asked to perform 

a number of functions. Try as hard as he may, his efforts 

20 



will not greatly alter the quality of the actions Slnce his 

low ability restricts this quality. His focus th en i s on 

cost , that is, t he person in question will primari1y t ry t o 

act in such a way as to reduce costs accruing to him from 

his being in this particular position, (cf. (6), pp. 219-20). 

21 

In a sense it may be said that he does not appreciate enough the 

rewards (perhaps high status or high monètary rewards) associated 

with that position to make him feel that they offset the costs. 

The condition of such a person, therefore, will be one of relative 

discomfort or "psychological pressure", hence he may seek courses 

.of action that may relieve him of this pressure. 

What are such courses of action? Evidently, the first 

thing t hat comes to mind is moving from the present posi

tion to one which does not make such high demands. As soon 

as this alternative is recognized, it may be expected that . 

if the psychological pressure persists, lt __ will in fact motivate 

the individual to move to another position. The position 

must be one which appears lower in demands, since the high 

demands of the present one are the cause of the pressure. 

If the status inconsistency is pronounced enough there 

should therefore be an objectively observable tendency to

ward downward mobility. It may be expected also that, the 

more pronounced the status inconsistency the stronger will 



be the mobility force. We therefore postulate: A high 

fun"ction-low abili ty status inconsistency gi ves rise to 

a "downward " mobility force and, as the status inconsis

tency increases so does the downward mobility force. 

Secondly, let us consider the effects of status as

piration, The tendency of individuals to seek as much 

status as appears attainable to them in a given group 

situation is here postulated as generally pervaSlve. 

Apart from common sense considerations and observa

tions from daily life, there is experimental evidence 

supporting this postulate ((6), pp, 44-45) ," Assuming, for the 

purpose of this paper, the individual's tendency to 

augment his status wherever, whenever and however possible, 

what implications does this have for individuals in a 

situation as we consider it pere? We may say that an indi

vi dual ln a group situation who wishes to augment his 

status and vho finds himself in a certain position within 

the group which does not carry the highest status possible 

within the group, will consider moving to another position 

which does carry higher status. 

In terms of the Thibaut .and Kelley model discussed 

above this implies that there are rewards (gratifications, 

22 
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satisfactions) associated with this other position, espe~ 

cially such factors as contribute to the raising of one's 

status. If we assume the affinity for status, there will 

be, in the individual, an impulse to put forth effort to~ 

wards attaining this higher position. This too we may term 

a psychological pressure towards mObility, in this case an 

- . .. upward moblllty force. Thus we can postulate: Every indi-

vidual in a group setting will strive to attain the highest 

possible status within the group that appears in some way 

accessible to him, and this striving will give rise to an 

upward mobility force. 

Looking at the status inconsistency process and the 

status aspiration process just discussed we see that these 

two processes give rise to mobility forces one downward, 

the other upward. We realize that the orlglns of these two 

forces are different, but inasmuch as they both deal with 

mObility, they may be said to be alike. This consideration 

together with the two postulates constitutes our justifi-

cation for a) and b) above, (cf. p. 18). 

Let us now proceed with a further examination of the 

reactions of our disequilibrated individual. Whatever the 

underlying mechanisms, in both cases the individual is 

eventually faced with a dilemma: Due to status inconsis-



tency he ends up saylng to himself: "r would like to go to 

a lower pos ition and shall do what l can to achieve this". 

Due to status aspiration he says to himself: "r would like 

to go to a higher position and shall do what l can to achieve 

this". 

When the individual contemplates action, our theoretical 

viewpoint thus holds that he is consciously or subconsciously 

saying to himself at the same time: "1 want to move up" , "r 

want to move down". At this point he is simply faced with 

two confl icting désires pulling him in two opposite directions. 

An analogy with a physical situation here seems appropriate; 

the resultant force will be in the direction of the bigger 

force and will be equal to the difference between the t wo 

forces. In other words, we intuitively say that the resolu

tion of t he conflict will be something like t he addition of 

forces in the physical world. 

Crucial to our argument is the viewpoint that the upward 

mobility force and the downward mobility force are secondary 

constructs. That is, in the case of the status inconsistency 

argument we have a sequence of considerations which lead to 

the final pronouncement: "To moye to a lower position is the 

desirable thing; this pronouncement i s made wi th strength.!!;.". 

In the case of status aspiration we have a series of conside

rations which lead to the final pronouncement: "ta move ta a 
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higher position is the desirable thing; this statement is 

made with st:tength b". At the moment when these pronbunce--
ments are made (consciously or subconsciously) they become 

the bases fÔ1' further action. They assume an identi ty of 

their own and their particular genesis becomesirrel.evant 

for further sequences of action. It is in this manner that 

we env1sage the partial neutralization ,of these conflicting 

tendencies for mobility. 

We now theorize that the individual faced with these two 

conflicting statements will reason somewhat as follows: "The 

statement (A) ordering me to attempt downward mobility has 

strength a. The statement ordering me to attempt upward mobi-

lit y has strength ~". Suppose l find that any discomfort from 

disobeying the statement regarding downward mobility is offset 

by satisfaction derived from the statement regarding upward mo-

bility. Suppose strength b is such that, after neutralizing 

the discomfort from disobeying statement A l am left with a 

certain satisfaction from obeying the statement regarding up-

ward mobility. (This is of course only so if the strength of 

the statement regarding upward mobility lS "rather" more than 

the strength of the statement regarding downward mobility). 

In this case, l must strive for upward mobility with an incen-

tive of strength ~minus strength~. 



Note that this final statement again stands by itself 

and is not dependent on its genesis. The individual at this 

juncture is faced with the task of attempting upward mobility 

regardless of the nature of his past history. If now for 

reasons beyond his control it is not possible for him to move 

to another position we think that he will propose the next 

best thing, namely reassigning the functions of the different 

positions in such a manner that more status or prestige accrues 

to certain positions. 

This completes the explanation of the theoretical founda

tion of our research hypothesis. Before, however, stating the 

hypothesis let us briefly reVlew our thoughts in connection 

with a division of labor: 

In order for a group to achieve a certain goal, certain 

functions must be performed. These functions are classified 

into universal and special functions. Universal functions 

are those functions that must be performed by all members of 

the group. Specia~ functions are those which are selectively 

assigned to certain members. The assignment of these special 

functions is called a division of labour. A set of functions 

assigned to a particular person in a division of labour is 

called his position. If the assignment of functions (that is, 

the division of labour) is changed to some mlnor degree, the 
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position as such is considered to remain "intact" while its 

content changes (slightly). 

Combining these concepts with the theoretical considera

tion outlined above we can now state our research hypothesis 

in this form: In a division of labour, persons occupying a 

demanding pos ition, perceiving their own abilityas low, but 

having high status aspiration, will tend to seek upwardmo

bility and, if such mobility lS blocked, will tend to advocate 

a more segregated allocation of functions . 

It was to test this hypothesis that we designed and 

executed an experiment which will be discussed in the following 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER III 

DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 



To test the hypothesis set forth above we had to produce 

a des ign which allowed us to do basically two things: 

(a) create with the subjects the condi tions demanded by 

the hypothe?is (i. e . perception of low ability, high 

status aspiration, perception of blocked mObility). 

29 

(b) find out what methods of dealing with status incon

sistency were suggested by subjects under these conditions. 

In practical terms all this meant that we had a design 

problem as given under 1, II and III below: 

l From a group of subjects who had indicated an interest 

ln a group study for which they were to be paid an un

specified amount we had to "create" subjects with the 

following characteristics: 

1) The individuals were to consider themselves members 

of a group that operated as a unit to solve a task. 

2) Individuals were to feel that they had low ability 

with regard to the part of the task assigned to them. 

3) Individuals should have high status aspiration. 

II We had to find a convenient task which would be amenable 

to all the requirements listed above. 

III As we could only attempt to create the conditions under 

l, it was desirable to include in our design certain tests 

to glve us an indication whether or not the subjects were 

responding to our manipulations as intended. 
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As the satisfaction of the requirements under (1) constituted 

our central concern we felt that the best procedure would be to 

des ign the task (rr) directly "around" thes e r equi rements . Thus 

we ereated the experimental setting in the following manner: 

To begi~,we made the following assumptions: 

1) that we had a task on whieh members of a group eould eonve-

niently eooperate. 

2 ) t hat the task was sueh that the neeessary operations could be 

ass igned to different positions within the group 50 that the work 

in no two positions was the same)-- i.e. the work differed from 

position to positiou in quantity and quality or both. 

3) that we had individuals so placed in their positions that t he 

demands on them were obviously beyond thei r capabilities. 

4) that the individual members ei t her had high st atus aspiration 

or could be induced by us to aequire it . 

It séemed~that if these four assumptions ~uld reasonably be 

made it remained only to put the subjects to work on the task 

and to observe their reaetion when faeed with blocked mobility. 

The latter could be done by inviting the subject at apparently 

critical points during the ~xperiment to make suggestions re

garding the further execution of the task. 

Some refleetion showed that, if assumptions 1) & 2) could 

be made to hold, 3) & 4) then were likely' to present little 
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difficulty. Thus, with regard to 3) the subject might be given 

a suitably difficult task on an "ability test". By reporting 

to him that he had obtained a low score .he could be made to 

believe that his ability was indeed low. This meant that the 

test would have to be of such a nature that the subject himself 

would notbe . in. a position to question the validity of the -

reported score. 

With regard to 4.) it was thought that special devices might 

be used to induce status aspiration. For instance, comments 

might be made to the subject praising his general performance 

to some degree. This could be followed by suggestions as to 

the desirability of higher status for him, the latter coupled 

with a monetary reward. 

We were thus essentially faced with the problem of 

finding a large piece of work that could be suitably divided 

so that a number of persons could work on it at the same 

time. This division was to be made in such a way that 

each person could be assigned a piece of work distinct in 

. quality and siz~ from any other ln the group, so that the 

requirement of uniqueness could be met. 

It occurred to us that a counting task on objects of 

varying types (hence of various levels of difficulty) might be 

appropriate for this purpose. After some consideration we 



arrived a t the idea of having the subjects count bacteria 

on micrc scope slides. We conceived of a set of slides with 

differen t types of specimens, henc e different defrees of 

difficul ty . Such a set could be arrangedin various subsets, 

one for each position. As such s l ides (or suitable r epro

ductions) were not easily available, facsimiles of slides 

were prepared by means of rubber stamps , each stamp repre

senting a di fferent kind of bacteria. The most difficult 

slides would contain repres entations of four different kinds. 

of bacteria, others might contain three or two or only one 

type. As the slides were prepared (i . e. as the bacteria 

were stamped on the slides) a count was kept of the number 

of bacteria of each type on each slide. This was recorded 

against the slide's s eriaI number so that the degree of 

difficulty as weIl as the exact count for any given slide 

could later be established simply by r efer enc e to the list. 

One hundred different slides of five different degrees of 

difficulty were prepared in this manner. (Examples of these 

slides, a s later used are given in t he appendix). 

With this assortment of slides it was now possible to 

lay out a distribution of work for the group. Thus it was 

decided that , as a group, the members should complete the 

counting of 16 sheets of each, type l, type 2 , type 3, and 
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type 4, and 15 sheets of type 5. For practical reasons the 

group s~ze was set at five members allowing us to create 

five di fferent positions per group. As these positions were 

to be of varying difficulty we decided on a distribut ion of 

work as per chart II. 

CHART II: . 

INITIAL WORK LOAD DISTRIBUTION 
type 1 type 2 type 3 type ~type 5 Rate 

position 1 14 3 jl.~5 

position 2 2 11 3 $1.95 

position 3 2 11 3 $2. 25 

Position 4 2 11 3 $2.55 

position 5 2 12 $2.85 

TOTAL 16 16 16 16 15 

For instance it i s seen from this chart that the person 
E 

in position 1 will be required to count 14 sheets of type 1 

and 3 sheets of type 2. Similarly, the person ~n position 3 

would be required to count 2 sheets of type 2 , 11 sheets of 

type 3 and 3 sheets of type 4. 

This design of the task proper now satisfied assumptions 

1 ) and 2) s t .a t ed a bove, ( c f. p. 27). 



At thi s point we should perhaps discuss a decision which 

we had made as to the use of our subjects. Including pilot 

studies, our budget allowed for the payment of s i xt Y subjects 

at the rat e of $2.50 per session. With 10 subj ects for pilot 

runs this me,ant we had 50 subj ects for the experiment i tself. 

As already mentioned we were planning to use groups of f i ve 

persons. Thus we would have ten groups. If we arranged f or 

five positions ln each group and focused on only one position 

ln our analysis we should have had only ten persons to report 

on. That lS, if we focused our analysis on the person ln po

sition 3 (medium difficulty) , who had equal opportunities for 

upward and downward~obility we would have had data from only 

ten such per sons, Had we decided also to use data fromper

sons in positions 2 and 4 the administration of the experiment 

as weIl a s the analysis of the data would have been very sub

stantially more complicated. It therefore was evident that, 

if we could somehow place all our subjects in position 3, we 

should maximize the number of usable responses. 

The whole experiment was therefore designed to cr~ate with 

each subject the impression that he was the person in position 
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3. This was made possible by using booths (description below (8*) 

and restricting each subject's communication to an exchange of 

written messages with the experimenter. In this way, each sub~ 

ject could be conveniently advised that he had been placed in 

"position 3" . . 
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To facilitate later analysis it was also arranged that all 

materials handled by the subjects (work sheets, questionnaires, 

suggestions slips) were to be marked with serial numbers assigned 

to the sUb.) ects. Four-digit numbers were chosen so that the 

first two digits identified the group and the last two identified 

the booth, 

In vi ew of the fact that we intended to manipulate the 

subject' s perception of the experimental situation (see explana

tions wi th respect to assumptions 3 & 4) we felt it desirable to 

make an effort to determine the effectiveness of our manipulations. 

Hence we drew up three short questionnaires to test for the sub

ject's adjustment at crucial points in the experiment. 

The first questionnaire was to show if the subject thought 

that hi s ability was as low as we would have him believe. 

The form contained two questions, one inquiring as to the 

subjects' opinion regarding his acore on another ability 

test, the other asking him to rank himself within the group 

on the basis of ability 

The second questionnaire was intended to show: (a) 

whether, during the experiment the subject's perception 

of his own ability as "low" had ,been reinforced or maln

tained, (b) whether the subject was experiencing a desire 



for upward mobility, (c) whether he had noticeable status 

aspiration. For t his purpose, two ~uestions for each a), 

b) and c) were posed (rotated a,b,c,a,b,c,). They were 

so designed that the answers would be likely to indirectly 

reveal the sub j ect 's condition as it concerned a), b) and 

c). For example the first asked that the subject indicate 

his preferences for the different positions. Here we 

assumed that the degree of the subject's preference for 

difficult positions would be indicative of the subject's 

estimate of his ability with regard to the task. 

Finall y, the third questionnaire was intended to 

elicit such background information as suspicion regarding 

any of the manipulations, misperceptions regarding the 

experimental setting and any general comments that might 

help in the interpretation of the indivlduals' data. 

Copies of the three questionnaire forms used are provided 

in the appendix. 

The experiment was conducted in the Small Groups 

Laboratory of McMaster University. We recruited interested 

students from the 1961 summer school classes at McMaster and 

arranged them into all male and all female groups. 
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Five adjacent booths provided with tables, chairs and 

writing materials were set up for the subjects (see 

diagram). The partitions between the booths were 

approximat ely seven feet high and once a subj ect had 

been seated th e booth was closed at the rear. Thus 

subjects could not see each other. The booths were 

open toward the centre of the room so that each subject 

had a clear view of the experimenter. A set of charts 

(chart 2 j samples of bacteria) was posted on the wall 

facing the openings of the booths. 

SEATING 
ARRANGEMENT 

DURING 
EXPERIMENT 

~ /TAlLE 

/ 

Subjects were seated in the booths as they arrived 

so that they generally .. could not tell anything about the 

person in the next booth. This seating also made it pos-

sible to maintain the impression that the group consisted 

of five members when at times only four persons reported 
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for the .experiment. The booths were numbered 14, 15, 16 , 

17, 18 ~n an attempt to avoid bias. (Where positions are 

marked l, 2, 3 , or A, B, C etc., the first positions of 

such series are often considered superior to the other 

positions.) (10*,). 

Let us now briefly describe the experimental procedure as 

it was adopted following the two pilot runs. Including initial 

instructions,the administration of questionnaires, and comments 

by the sUbjects, the procedure was timed to take between one and. 

a half and two hours. It consisted of 13 distinct steps named 

as follows: 

1) Introductory Talk 

2 ) Abili ty Test 

3) Practice period 

4) Announcement of Marks and First Questionnaire 

5) First Work period 

6) First Suggestlon Period 

7) Second Work Period 

8) Second Suggestion Period 

9) Second Questionnaire 

10) Third Work Period 

Il) Third Suggestion Period 

12) Third Questionnaire 

13) payment and Disabusa1 
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CHART PI - OVERVIEW OF STATUS ADJùSTMENT EXPERIMENT 

OBJECTIVES ASSUMPTIONS INSTRUCTIONS 
- , 

Stel2 1 : Introductol '.:z: Tulk (l ~ :nin . )A 
te familiarize subjects wit t" task 
and experi mental setting 

Stel2 2 : AbiJit;r Test ( t l [lIln . )E The su oject will c ûncentrate on the Now you each 'h ill receivft rerl'octuctions 
t o infi,.d~ E- i n ea.ch s ub ject pe r cept i on apl.arently easy tas k but as he be gins of tile sawe slides. The slides vary in 
oz' 1 0 Y.' ~ u;'l.J.t.y w1 th l.'Oôard ta task to r eali ze his limitations he will be difficulty. as exp l ained before. You disposed te de pend very much on the are ta couat the number of bacteria 

/ilttlillt-'l:. 
exper imenteI' for evaluaclon of the work totally or ~artlally visible on each 

sUde etc. . , .;, 
~ : Practice ~erVo~ (10 min . ). A . ;~ 

t o occupy 5ubjects 'duttD~ 'lsc ori,üg" of difficult practice sheet will reinforce Whl1e l score your 'Hork would you p}.ea:e 
cast . nd to reinfOrc~~. C.pt10D of impression of diffic ulty practise c ountin8 on the a e shee~ ~ It l a 
the ~ask as rather , di , ... 1cult r.~~. useful ta double-couot s orne slides : ~ .~ 

Ste 4 : nnouncement oe Yarks and Having a s core of 57% and occ upying 'Ile have the following score s: 7}%. 64% 
~rst 'S:.l\8St onna ra \,?m ln ~A position} while the ' person i n position ~7%. 56%. 54%. A follow-up test will 

ta pr oduce status inconsi~tency and ta 2 has 56% and the person in pos ition 4 the.refore not be neC8ssary. The pers on 
check for low ability per oeption has 64% will make the subject aware of in posi t ion , 18 howe ver ooly one p.er-

~n inconsistency in status. cent point removed in his sc·ore fl'cm 
the persan in position ~ . You wil l now 
each receive a me888~e slip with your 
score as weIl as a questionnaire wh i ch 
we would aek you ta co mple t e . 

Your score is 57% 
(next highe'r, 65%) 

(next la"er 56%~ 

Que st ionnaire l 
, 

2 questions to test f or ability 
perception (see appèndix) 

1 

Ste e :2 : Fir st rlork Peri orl ( 7 min .)E 
to have sUbJect per for m assigned task Pay-differentials be tween posi t ions 'fh is l s the wor k for position #3 . You 
50 that he m~ make intelligent wi l l give rise te status aspiration j ust wanaged to get #3 by a single 
sug5eht i ons b~sed on his ex r erience as subjects are likely to feel that ?oint in your test score. Hope you 

they can improve their score keep it! 

Step ., : Fir st Sus~estion Period 
( 5 min. )A 

to elicit suggestions a nd co:nœents' . the d i rect i ve t"o either lllake sugBest~aœ: During this period pleas e think about indic~ t ive of the s ubject 15 or ientat i on or to pr actise-count will tend to indu~ suggestions that may be appropriate 
~.u:bjects to maka suggestions and .. rite t hem on the 'slips provided. 

1 
It is es pecially important to think 
about t he distribution ot work. However 
if you do Dot wish ' to occuPY yourself 

~~t~s:u~~e~~~~~~n~l~~:ee~~~o~~~ ~~~~es 
Stel2 Z : Second 'IIork Per J od {6 min.~E 
te have subject perform dssis ned task 'Nor k perlod will give s ubject more Here i 6 the 50 t hat he ruay make intelligent experienc e on which to reflec t when second part of your work, 
5uô~e a tiens based on his experi ence making suggestions still assi~ned accerding t o yoar 

i nitial pos ition. Things may be diCfe -
r ent next time around after l evaluate 
ye ur first round of suggestions . 

While t he quali ty of lour 1I0rk has ~ 
improved generally, your commenta 50 
f ar sugg.st that you have go od or~ani -
zinS potent ial 

œ 
Your scores are stil l in the ~7% r~nse . 
but how do you teel about coordinati on 

----' and suggestion leadership? 

Stel2 8 : Second Sus~est ion Period 
(5 min . )A 

ta elicit sU6gestions and comments 
indicat ive of subjeces orientation same as for sugges tion period #1 

Step ') : Second ~uestionnaire (lv min. )A Questionnaire 2 
to test whe ther t he desired impressions ~ue8tioos as formulated in Q#2 will 2 questions to test for st atua have been created i n the subjects ,,!th e licit responses indicative of ~ ubjec t's 
re ';'3rd to 1) sta tua as pira tion or ientation and impulses aspiration 

2) abili ty percept ion 2 -que stions to test for ability-
j) mobility to other position perception chapge 

2 questions to test for upward 
mobility tende ttcy 

(see appendix) 

Ste~ 10 Third 'iiork Period ( 5min. )E Due to other suggestions (from others) 
co produce impression of blocked Under conditi ons of bloe ked mo bility you h9.ve to stay in #3 e\!8D though you 
onob i l ity and 'GO prepar e s ubject for 's uhject will be incl i ned t o take a may change the nature of the rosHion ; 
mUKine SUê&estions with th is additiona nn l ook at his situat i on and will think what changes i n the distribution 
condition mske suggestions accordingly of functi ons (if sny) you wou1d like . 

Stel2 11 'l'hi rd Sussestion Period 
to t~st \\l hether unaer the set (5 min . ) 
of conditions DOW e s t ab1ished 9ub,ject same as for sug~estion period #1 & #2 
'Ri 11 opt for mor e se;:.regBted a llocatio! 

.: .;01 of i unct l ons . 

St el2 l <! Thir d ~uestionnalre (Hl min . )_~ 
' ,; 

to e licit i nfor mation .egarding the sub sub j ec ts will we1come a chance to 
~~:~i!O~:;~~o~ : "Th:!B is the final rhas ject ' s percept i ons and attitudes which comment on the study fro m their point 

mi ght he lp in the I nterpretation of dat, of v iew and to voiee criticiRms if of Our study. 'l'iou J.. d you now cake about 
collected during the experimenti to t hey have any fi ve or ten minautes to write down your 
check whether Bubjec t s express suspi cior comments , ref l ectione regardin~ t he 
or otherwise give e vldence of l es s than study as you e:xperienced it." 
complete cooperation 

Ste~ 12 Pa;rment and Disabusal { ~ min . lA 
I Jl order t o l"etain the qood will 01' th e suh j ects the object ivp. of the study 
i 9 eJ<plained . manipu h,tlons are ; 'ev9 a l~d Jmd t;. lle Rt jons R [' e an8w~:!;'di s~bJects 
are 9.sked to commit 'chemselves ta secrecy with rC' ..... llrrl t o t he mCln~pulat~ons 

1 
fn ordeI' t o protect as fl1r HS ~ossibl e t he i nte ~rity of f uct:. re ex!)eri r!,~nt 5 . 
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The objectives, assumptionsj and instructions involved in each 

of these steps are summarized in chart 3. Here we shall outline 

the general ideas behind the steps and their sequence . 

Step 1) Introciu,cto;ry Talk. This lasted about 15 minutes. Ins-

tructions were read from a prepared script by the experimenter who 

introduced himself as the "study-coC?rdinator". Subject s were in-

formed that their group consisted of five members, that a task 

was to, be given to this group and that the members were to çoope-

rate ln solving this task. It was then pointed out that the work 

load of seventy-nine sheets of slide reproductions had been assig-

ned to the f ive positions in the group ln the manner indicated by 

CHART II, (11*) : This chart was posted so that it was visible to aIl 

subjects. It was stated that since the five positions varied in 

difficulty and the abilities of the group member s were presumed 

to vary also, the members would be given a test from which their 

relative ability could be estimated. We then explained that the 

test sco~s would be rank ordered and tha.t the person with the 

highest score would receive position 5, the person with the next 

highest score position 4 and so on. Furthermore we emphasized 

that the pay rate for position 5 would be appreciably higher 

than that for position 4, similarly that for 4 would be appre-

ciably higher than that for 3, etc. as was indicated on CHART II 

This coupling of difficulty and payrate was intended to induce 

aspiration for the more difficult positions (12*). 

, 
t 
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Then the d ~~tails of the counting task were explained. It 

was also pointed out that the assignment of work as per chart 

2 represented only an initial measure. We stated that we 

expected the group to reorganize i tself ei ther by swi tching 

positions among members or switching "functions" among 

members (namely counting the relative numbers of slides of 

different types}. Again, the point was made that by aban-

doning a difficult function a subject would lower his pay 

rate and by acc epting additional difficulty (either more 

volume or more complex slides) he might raise his pay rate. 

Several times it was emphasized that the assignment that 

subjects were to receive was to be an "initial" one only and 

that we were interested particularly ln learning along what 

lines reorganization would be useful and convenient to the 

members. 

AlI suggestions to be made by the group members were 

to be written on slips of note paper provided and were to 

be collected and evaluated py the coordinator. It was 

stated that only initia1ly the experimenter was to be the 

coordinator and that after sorne time his function was to be 

taken over by a member of the group. This member's duties 

th en would be a) the counting of sorne difficu1t slides and 

b) the eva1uation of suggestions and genera1 coordination 

of group functions , (13*). 



Finally, the subjects were asked not to speak to each 

other ' during the study and to submit at this point ln writing 

any questions they might have regarding the procedure. Ex

planatory comments by the expeYÏrnenter regarding any questions 

raised concluded the instruction phase. 

Step 2) Ability Test. The subjectswere each glven identical 

booklets containing ten reproductions of slides. There were 

two reproductions of each of the fivetypes and these were 

arranged in order of ascending difficulty. Subjects were 

instructed to count, after receiving a starting signal, the 

number of bacteria on each slide and to mark their count 

beneath each slide. They 'were given SlX minutes to work on 

this test. From trial counts dliring the design stage of the 

experiment it was clear that no subject was likely to complete 

cciunting of the "reproductions of slides" even once during 

that time span. Even if great care was used" thes li-des were 

of such difficulty that a correct count of the bacteria could 

not usually be obtained except through re-counting, often 

twice. (Subjects were not allowed to mark the slides with 

their pencils) Subjects were therefore faced with a suffi

ciently difficult task to make it impossible for them to know 

just how weIl they we~e doing. At the same time, the test did 

not at aIl appear very complex. 
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Step 3) Practice Period. When the test material had been 

collected afterthe six-minute~period, subjects wer e glven 

booklet s similar to the first ones and were asked to us e 

them a s practice material for counting and, especially re-

counting while the coordinator was evaluating the tes t s. The 

co~ordinator then proceded to the ostensive evaluation of the 

test. This involved "marking" each test and making 

appropr i ate calculations orr a calculator. This took about 10 

minutes . Of coUrse, no true scores were calculated for any 

subject. This was neither necessary nor potentially useful 

slnce the difficulty of the test was ln fact such that nor-

mally the scores would rangebetween 10 and 30%. We assumed 

that the subjects were not aware of this fact, since at the 

speèd with which they were implicitly asked to work it was 

hardly possible for them to assess their own ability correctly 

(e.g. through recounting). 

Step 4) Announcement of Marks and First questionnaire. 

Subjects were th en told that the scores of the individuals 

in the group were as follows: 73%, 64%, 57%,56%, and 54%. 

Tt was pointed out that these scores nicely assigned the 

individuals to the positions i to 5 respectively with the 

exception of. the 57 and 56% scores. However, i t was em-

phasized at this point, that even though there was only a 

one point difference betwêen these two scores, the person 
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with 56% would be assigned the lower paylng position 2 , and 

the person with the 57% would be as s i gned the better-paying 

posit ~on 3, without further testing at this point. Following 

this announcement, each member of the group was given a hand

writt en message from the coordinator, telling the subject 

that hi s score was 57%, the next higher 64% and the next 

lower 56%. Together with this message the subjects were 

glven a two item questionnaire (Q. #1, appendix) designed to 

determine how they perceived their own ability· to count 

bacteria in this group task. They were th en asked to take 

approximately five minutes to answer the questions ln writing. 

Tt was our intention to enablethe subjects to express them

selves as extensively as they wished. ·Therefore, no actual 

time limit was set for this or any of the other questionnaires. 
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Step 5) First Work Period. When the questionnaires had been 

comple-ted by all subj ects and had been collected, subj ects--1'Lere 

given identical booklets containing slides of types 2,3 and 4 

(in accordance with the proposed work for position 3, c.f. chart 

2 ). Enclosed with each booklet was a hand-written notice from 

the coordinator, reading, "Work for #3. You just managed to 

get #3 by a single point in your test score. Hope you keep it". 

The booklets and notices were presented with an oral comment 

from the experimenter, saying that the subjects had seven 



minutes to work on this group of slides and that following 

this work period subjects would have a period for making 

suggestions regarding reorganization of the work. Subjects 

were then given-the signal to start and allowed to continue 

for seven minutes. At the end of this time the booklets were 

collect ed from each subject. 

Step 6) First Suggestion period. Now the subjects were 

instructed as folloW-s: "During this period please think 

about suggestions that may be appropriate and write them on 

the slips provided. It is especially important to think about 

the distribution of work. However, if you do not wi sh to 

occupy yourself with suggestions, please put the time to use 

by counting the enclosed practice slides". After receiving 

these instructions each subject was handed a booklet of 

practice slides so that he would occupy himself either with 

making suggestions or counting. The coordinator then again 

occupied himself with the simulated scoring of work-booklets 

while he was waiting for the subjects to write out their 

suggestions. In this manner he waited until the last person 

had taken up his practice booklet and then closed the suggest

ion period by collecting aIl the suggestion slips. 

Step 7) Second Work Period. After the conclusion of the 

suggestion period subjects were instructed orally as follows: 



"Here is the second part of your work, still assigned accord

ing to your initial position. Things may be a bit different 

the next time around after l evaluate your first set of 

suggestions". Then the subjects were agaln given identical 

booklets with work suitable for position 3. In addition, 

near the end of this period, they were given a (standardized) 

hand-written memo, stressing that the individual's score had 

not improved but . encouraging him to try his hand at the 

reorganization of the group (c.f. chart 3). Two different 

types of memos were used, the choice for a given subject 

depending on whether or not he had ln fact made a suggestion. 

Step 8) . Second Suggest,ion period. Instructions for this 

step were identical to those in the first suggestion period. 

Again, subjects were given as much time as necessary to 

complete their suggestions while the coordinator pretended to 

be scoring their work. 

Step 9) Second Suestionnaire. Subjectswere then informed 

that they were to take a break from counting for about 10 

minutes. They were asked to complete during these ten minutes 

a six-item questionnaire (Q. #2, appendix) which was handed 

to them. As mentioned above, this questionnaire was designed 

to test for ability perception, mobility tendencies and status 

aspiration. Two questions had been prepared for each of these 
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points. While a time of 10 minutes was suggested for the 

completion of t he questionnaire it generally took longer. 

Subjects were allowed to take as long as they felt t hey needed 

in order that as much information as poss i ble might be gained 

from their responses. During this time the coordinator con-· 

tinued the "scoring" of the booklets from work period #2 . 

Step 10) Third Work period. After the completion of ques

tionnaire #2 by all members of the group it was announced 

that a further work assignment would be handed out. Each 

subject received still another booklet with work for position 

#3, as well as a note reading: "Due to other suggestions 

(from others ) you have to stay in #3, even though you may 

change the nature of the position. Thir~ what changes in 

distribution of functions (i f any) you would like". Subjects 

were then given five minutes to proceed with the counting of 

bacteria in their new booklets. 

Step 11) Third Spggestion Period. Upon collection of the 

work booklets from the third work period, subjects were 

given the same instructions as for suggestion periods 1 and 

2, and were also given practice booklets for the third 

suggestion period. Again, this period continued until the 

last subject had finished writing suggestions and had taken 

up his practice booklet. 
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Step 12 ) Third Questionnaire. (comments and general 

sugges tions). Whep the last set of suggestions had been 

collected it was announced that due to the pressure of time 

the study would be terminated very shortly. Thus the subjects 

were asked to fill out questionnaire #3 before concluding. 

This sheet contained only one item asking for general comments 

and suggestions regarding the study. It was intended to 

provide an outlet for the subject's reflections and general 

impressions, as weIl as to reveal SUsplClon or particular 

pressures to which a person might have ,felt subjected. Again, 

aIl subjects were given time to complete this final sheet 

at their l eisure . 

step 1 3 ) payment and Disabusal. Upon collection of the 

questionnaire the subjects were paid and asked to slgn a 

receipt. AlI subjects were paid $2.50, this was $.25 

above the rate posted for position 3. 

Then aIl subjects were released from their booths so 

that they could meet each other. The experimenter invited 

questions regarding the study and after answering these, 

proceeded to an explanation of the general objectives and 

methods of the study. In particular it was revealed to 

the subjects that the work was of such difficulty that even 
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a score of 57% was very hard to obtain and that the scores 

which were glven to the members were ln fact fabricated. 

Tt was also made clear that all pers ons had been working 

ln "position 3" and,therefore, had been paid the same 

amount. Finally, after the experimenter had assured him-

self of the continued goodwill of the subjects, he asked 

them not to discuss the methods or objectives of the expe-

riment with any of their friends or in general to disclose 

any information about the experiment that might prejudice 

fUture sub j ects. They were told that experiments were 

being run for the next two weeks and that during this 

period their cooperation and secrecy would be very much 

a;ppr eciated. wi thout exception, all subj e'cts agreed to 

such coo;peration. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE REWARD STRUCTURE We considered 

that the reward structure as given ln CHART II was suitable 

for our purposes. On the one hand, the difference of only· 

30~ between the various positions was not largè enough to 

motivate people to perform well simply for the sake of 
:~ 

monetary galn. On the other hand, it appears to have been 

reasonably appropriate for persons sincerely concerned with . 

status, especïally in Vlew of the fact that they haQ to 

consider meeting the other mem~ers of the group after the 

experiment. 
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Comments on Pilot Studies 

Before concluding the description of the experimental 

design we would like t o mention briefly the pilot studies 

(2 eXJ)eriments ) during which a slightly simpler proce-

dure had been followed. Three changes were suggested by 

these experiments. 

1 ) Init i ally it had not been realized that it was desirable to 

separale work periods and suggestion periods. Subjects were 

originally asked to submit suggestions as they were working . 

While assurances had been made that each member would receive 
f 
1 

proper credit for suggestions made while he necessarily neglected 

his counting, it seemed that subjects were uneasy about 

spending their time on , what was to them, possibly unpro-

ductive thinking and tedious writing while they might be 

improvi ng their "accuracy score". It was therefore decided 

that clearly designated time periods should be used for the 

making of-suggestions.~ 

2 ) As i t happened that some subjects felt they had little to 

suggest it was likely that during the assigned suggestion pèriods 

there would be people who felt they had nothing to do. We there-

fore introduced the idea of "practice" during the suggestion 

period wi th the general directive: "ei ther suggest or practise'~' 

1 t ~ 1 )( '. • \-



--- ---- - -- -- -- . -- - - - - - --

3) Another modification which was suggested through the pilot 

studies concerned the form of the directive during the second 

work period. This directive was intended to stimulate the 

subject's status aspiration. Inits original form it referred 
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to the subject's responses during the previous part of the expe

riment. However, sorne of the subjects did not make comments that 

might be referred to in connection with status aspiration. We 

therefore had to introduce another standard form of directive to 

be used in those cases. The text of both forms is given in chart 

3 in column 3 of step 7. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 



A -total of fort y-six persons participated in the expe-

riment . Fifty pers ons were contacted but some 'of these did 

not report for the assigned study session. Thus a number of 

groups .l'ere run with members missing. However, the experi-

mental des ign was such that the illusion of a fiye person 

group could always be easily maintained (c f. p; 34 above). 

Twenty-five of our subjects were males and twenty-one 

females. The ages of these persons ranged from 19 to 55 

years. They had been recruited from summer school classes 

and were either regular students picking up extra courses 

or 'teachers attending summerschool. 

Our experience with other small group experiments had 

indicated to us that ln groups of mixed sex ,the experimental 

data were significantly distorted due to the subject's 

attention to the sex of the other group members to the detri-

ment of his attention to the experimental c~nditions, (i4*). We 

therefore decided to keep our groups ,homogeneous with regard . 

to sex, scheduling five all-male groups and five all-female 

groups. Data for each person were collected by means of 

three questio~naires , a set of written comments and 

suggestions,and a sheet on which the experimenter occasionally 

made notes regarding the behaviour of a subject if he obser-

ved something potentially significant for the analysis, 

(e.g. anxiety, lack of attention). 
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An nnalys is sheet was prepared for each of the subjects 

ln the f ol lowing manner: First, on a printed form containing 

a set of numbered cells (copy in appendix) a set of questions 

was ent er e d, one per celle These questions were to be ana · 

wered for each subject by entering on another copy of the 

same fo r'm (this time wi thout questions) pertinent information 

from t t:: ~ quest ionnaire and comment material in the cell ap-

propriate to a given question. 
C 

We 'were interested ln establishing a) if the conditions 

of the hypothes is had been met in the case of the subject b) 

if the:y had been met, what course of action the indi vi dual 

sugges ~ed, ~) if they had not been met, what factors might 

accoun t for t his. Accordingly, the following items were for-

mulated and entered in the cells of the master analysis sheet. 

With r eference to Questionnaire #1 and message~ if any: 

a) Are the answers to these questions, which probe for 
ability perception consistent and what do they indicate 
abo 'lt the subj ect 1 s opinion of his abili ty? 

with reference to Questionnaire #2 and messages if any: 

b) Are the two answers . to the questions regarding ability 
perception consistent and what do they indicate? 

c) ~~e the two answers to the questions probing for status 
aspiration consistent and what do they indicate? 

d) Are the two answers to the questions regarding mobility 
tendencies consistept and what do they indicate? 
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e) Is there any evidence of suspicion on the part of the 
subject? 

f) What type of re-allocation of functions does the subject 
suggest during the final suggestion period? 

g) Does the subject make other significant suggestions? 

With reference to 'Questionnaire #1, Questionnaire #2, Ques
tionnaire #3 and messages if any: 

h) Are special characteristics of the subject's approach 
and attitudes suggested by a~y of theans~ers? 

i) Does the subject clearly perceive his ability as low? 

j) Does the subject clearly -have a marked status aspira-
tion? 

k) Does the s ubj ect clearly show an upward mobility ten-
dency? 

As will be noted, the replies to questions a) to g) 

except f) form a basis on which i), j) and k) can be ans-

wered. If we recei ved affirmative answer,s, for a gl ven 

subject, to i), j), and k) and tookinto account the direc-

ti ve regarding blocked mobili ty ( step 10) we assumed that 

this subject met the conditions of the hypothesis. We 

could then consider whether this subject ' s recommendations 

regarding the redistribution of functions met with the 

prediction of the hypothesis. 

In this manner we divided our subjects into two groups, 

those who clearly satisfied the conditions demanded by the 

hypothesis and those who did not. Let us discuss thesetwo 

groups in turn: 
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Out of the fort y-six subjects that participated in the 

experiment, twenty-nine satisfi ed the c0nditions of low abi-
.' . 

lit y perception, pronounced status aspirat~on and upward mo-

bili t y tendency. Of these, sevehteen were male and twelve 

female. We classified these respondents into three catego-

ries according to their suggestions with regard to the re-

allocation of functions. The .three categories were: 

1. More segregated allocation of functions 

~). Less segregated allocation of functions 

3. Satisfied and no comment. 

where "more segregation means ah lncrease ln av~rage 

diffi culty of the work and/ or an increase ln vOlumè, 

and "less segregation" means a decrease ln average 

difficulty and/ or ' a :decrease in volume. 

The distr ibution of responses is summarized ln the following 

table: 

'-. 

Response W e 17 males 12 females total 29 
more segreg. allocation 3 (18% ) 4 (33% ) 7 (24% ) 

of functions 

l ess segreg . allocation 2 (12% ) 4 (33% ) 6 (21%) 
of functions 

no comment and those 12 (70%) 4 (33% ) 16 (55% ) 
expresslng satisfaction 



We see ~rc~ this table that our hypothesis cannot be 

affirmed on the basis of the present data. Preferences are 

. about eve~ly divided as regards more and less segregated allo-

cation of f unctions in both the male and the female group. 

Let us comment briefly on the characteristics 

of the di fferent sections of the table as revealed by 

the writt en comments of the subjects. 

Male , advocating more segregated allocation 

(2418, 2316, 2314) . These members show initiative and agres

slvenes s ln their comments 

Male z advocating less segregâted allocation 
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(2318, 2018). Both these members com ment ed that t hey appreciat ed 

the privacy of the e!(perimental setting and t hey also were eager 

to develop their counting ability. 

Male, satisfied or no comment (1918, 20+4,1917,1915, 

1914, 2315,.2017, 2Q15, 2417, 2218, 2215,2414). No. parti

cular common characteristics for this group were evident. 

However, we should perhaps not disregard the fact that cer-

tain groups seemed to be over-represented (15*) (the group number 

is given by the first two digits of the identification number). 



Female, advocati ng more segre~ated allocation (2117, 251 8 , 

2516, 2515) . . Agai ~ , W~ cannot overlook t he over-representa-

tion of group 25 . Evidence from the response s by these four 

persons lets them appear as very conscientious and attent ive 

Female , advocating less segregated allocation (1814, 2116, 

1815, 2617). These subjects showed no particular common 

characteristics. 

Female, satisfied or no comment (1817, 1816, 2118, 2616). 

The work of these subjects was characterized 

by close attention, ambitiousness, a s well as preference for 

the highest position in the group . 

One observation that can be made about this information 

stands out in particular. It lS that the attitudes (initia-

t ive, aggressiveness) noted for 2418, 2316, 2314 may to sorne 

degree account for their tendency to seek more segregated al-

location of functions. That is, it seems plausible that 

agressive persons and pers ons with initiative will particu-

larly s eek more difficult assignments, (in this case more 

segregated allocation of func t ions) in almost any situation. 
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Similar l y, concerning the less segregated allocation of 

functi Jns, the tendency of the males who sought this change 

(2318 and 2018) may be related to their tendency to seek a . 

less st renuous environment (privacy, more competence). It 

. seems possible that these personal characteristics rather 

than ':;he ex'perimental conditions evoked the particular re-

commp.' ndations of these subjects. Unfortunately, for the 
• 

purpos e of making a declsion regarding our research hypo-

thesi s , these considerations obscure our findings. 

We now come to an account of the cases that we were 
• • 

not abl e to include ln the above analysis for various r easons. 

These r easons are discussed below. As an introduct ion t o the dis-

cussion we may consider the following summary: 

Eliminated because of: 

subject's suspiciousness 

confusion and lack of 
status aspiration 

conflicting indications regarding 

l 

2 

mobility and status aspiration 2 

lack of status aspiration and 
declared downward mobility 3 

suspicion and conflicting 
indications of intent l 

s+'a~us aspiration without 
wish to be mobile l 

neither status aspiration 
nor mobility 3 

markedly low status aspiration 5 

• , 
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First, the data from only one person had to be elimi-

nated because he was suspicious. This person had chosen 

not to co-operate during the first work period and when he 

was advised (as was everyone) that his score during that 

period was essentially the same as before, he had become 

-
convinced that the work and the scores did not matter. He 

pointed this out during the disabusal period. During the 

experiment he had. made some comments strongly suggesting 

suspicion. The experimenter had tried to allay this sus-

picion, not realizing, however, that the subject 1n this 

case had by means of a "test" of his own "arrived at the 

conclusion that could not be reversed. (17*) ". 

There were a number of subjects whose responses were 

such that the data did not qualify for testing our hypo-

thesis since the conditions of the hypothesis d.id not seem 

to be fulfilled: 

There were two male subjects (2214 and 2216) WLose 

questionnaire responses indicated that they were not inte-

rested in gaining status. There was evidence in both 

cases that the subjects were confused, (18* ) (neither of 

them made suggestions as far as more or less segregated 

allocation of functions was concerned). 



Two oth er males (1916 and 2016) gave conflicting 

answers to the two ~uestions about status aspirat i on and 

the two ~uesti ons about mobility tendencies, (19*) Here 

both subject s felt very appr~hensive about t he experimental 

setting. (Ne ither of them ma~e suggestions about more or 

less segregat ed allocation of functions). 

Subjects 2415, 2217 and 2416 all gave indications that 

on the one hand they had no particular status aspiration and 

on the other they were interested in downward mobility. 

Again, neither of these made suggestions regarding allocation 

of functions. These were cases where subjects apparently 

were overwhelmed with a consiousness of their inade~uacy.(20*) 

Among the female subjects there was only one (2514) whose 

answers to ~uestions regarding status aspirat ion and mobility 

tendencies were conflicting and for that reason could not be 

used. (In addition, this subject also stated on Questionnaire 

#3 that she had felt suspici~n "about the cou'ting not being 

very important" all throughout the experiment.) 

One person ( 2618) showed status aspiration but no ten

dency toward mobility. Apparently the restricted communlca

tion of the setting made this 'person uneasy. She commented 
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twice on this, and was therefore eliminated. 

subjects 2716 and 1818 showed that they had neither 
• 

status aspiration nor upward mobility tendencies. The one 

subject was apparently overwhelmed by the difficulty of 

the task; the other subject was extremely willing to co-

operate but s t rongly expressed that it did not matter what 

work she would have to do or how much. She simply was 

willing to work to capacity without asking for any special 

considerat ion or reward. 

Subj ect 2615 showed upward' mobili ty as. predicted but 

it is not ~uite clear whether this resulted from status 

aspiration. In fact, it is not quite clear whether there 

is a distinct status aspirat lon for this subject. The 

subject advocates a more segregated allocation of functions 

in accordance with the-research hypothesis. However, we 

are choosing not to include this case among the set of 

subjects who satisfy aIl the conditions of the research 

hypothesis because of the doubt about status aspiration (21*). 

The fi ve remaJ.nJ.ng female subjects were identified 

as having low status aspiration and ëould therefore not 

be used to check oÙThypothesis. 

--~--- - -_.- - ---- .- . 
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~n the short run, to be recognized and admired by the other 

members of the group, were he to accept a more difficult 

position or more difficult functions. In other words, there 

seemed to be t wo basic disadvantages to the use of isolation 

in this experiment, firstly, the possibility of i ntroducing 

a measure of distrust and insecurity, and secondly , the 

limitation placed on the exploitation of some of t he rewards 

that go with increased status. While the experimental data 

as such do not point to any pervasive diff iculties stemming 

from eit her of these two sources, it appears likely that the 

design could have been improved (at least with regard to the 

creation of status aspiration) had isolation not been such a 

prominent element in the experiment. 

EFFECTS OF MANIPULATIONS Three points in particular, as 

regards the manipulations, seem to deserve discussion. 

The first of these is the message to the subjects that they 

had received a 57% score during t he abili t y test while the 

highest score was .73%. In view of the fact that the subjects 

did not often get much further in their counting than t he 

fifth or sixth slide out of ten, this could only be construed 

to mean that the score was measured against an average score. 

However, t his interpretation would make the sUbjects' SCore 
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very low i ndeed, and, ln addition, reference to the others' 

scores obta ined would show that all scores had stayed subs-

tantially be low average. While it need not be supposed that 

subjects nec essarily analysed matters so closely, even par-

tial recogniti on of these implications might have created 

some undesir~ble confusion. 

Another concern might arise regarding the form of the 

directive to reorganize. We recall subjects were encouraged 

to make suggestions and "to think especially about the redis-

tribution of work". Perhaps other means than the directive 

froin the experimenter c0u+d have been used to get the ·subject 

thinking along these lines. In this connection a check list 

of various choices of function was considered. The use of 

such an instrument was not conside~ed appropriate however, 

since it was thought to interfere with the intended impres-

sion of spontanei ty of the experiment. 

EFFECTS OF TASK STIMULUS It appears that the task of 

counting bacteria in such numbers as was expected of the 

subjects was somewhat too difficult. Subjects were not in 

a position to aim for perfection in their work or to relax. 

In view of the volume of slides handled, subjects might 

easily have become disenchanted to some degree with the task. 

.. . l' . 
ThlS YlOuld ln turrr have- dulled the subJ ects capacl ty to 

respond to the instruction asking for reorganization. 



These considerations indicate that a better experimental 

design would have t o include analysis of these and similar 

factors and changes based on the findings. 
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Summary 

The experiment was designed to test one particular 

implication of Kimberly's theory of status equilibration 

The research hypothesis stated that persons within a division 

of labour and experienèing status inconsistency due to a 

perception of low ability would, if they also experienced high 

status aspiration and saw their mobility blocked, advocate a 

more segregated allocation of functions. While we intended 
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to produce the prerequisites of the hypothesis in all sUbjects, . 

by means of the experim~ntal setting we were successful in this 

only in-twenty- nine out of fort y - six subjects. 

Of the twenty-nine persons who satisfied the conditions 

of the hypothesis, the majority (1 6) chose not to comment on 

the ~istribution of work. The responses of thoqe who did 

comment appeared evenly divided between those favouring more . 

segregated allocation of functions. It appears that the ex-

periment did not emphasize strongly enough the creation of 

status aspiration. Had a stronger status aspiration been 

produced in the subjects, they might have been more out

spoken regarding re-allocation of functions. 



FOOTNOTES 

1* cf. discuss.i on, Kimberly (6), pp. 219-220; also cf. chart l, 
se~uence 1- 3- 7-11-15 

2* cf. p. Il above, also p. 19 ff. 

3·* cf . chart l, se~uence 2-4-8-12-15 

4*· cf . chart l, se~uence 2-5-9-13-15 

5* cf. chart l , se~uence 2-6-10-14-15 

6* cf. discuss ion, Kimberly (6), pp. 221- 222 ; also cf. op. cit. 
p. 225: more formally, this result would seem to follow when 
we combine derivation Band hypothesis 3. The forme r implies 
that in thi s case there would be a tendency for upward mobi
lit y, the latter states that if upward mobility is blocked 
it is like1y that a mOre segregated allocation of fUnctions 
will be sought. 

7* cf. chart l, se~uence 2-6-10-14-15 

8* cf. p. 37below 

9* We assumed that at this point status aspiration was not yet 
as strong as we hoped to make it. In addition, we chose the 
~uestionnaire items so as to minimize the influence of status 
aspiration. 

10* l am indebted to Professor F. W. Nichols for these considera
tions. Effects such as mentioned her~ had been found to 
complicate data in some of his own experiments. 

11* cf. p. 33 above 

12* It was assumed that a pers on would be reluctant to work in a 
position at $1.65 or $1.95 if he knew that others were getting 
more. Since the subjects probably expected to meet each other 
after the experiment they would expect to exchange information 
regarding their positions. In such an exchange the pay diffe
rences might be expected to derive their rea1 importance from 
the connotations that usually go with rates such as we were 
using (eg. $1.65 - rate for labor, $2.85 - rate for skilled 
work etc.) 



13* The prospect of becoming coordinator was to serve as an 
additional stimulus to status aspiration. 

14* This was shown in some Small Groups experiment s , conducted 
in 1966/67 at McMaster under Professor F. W. Nichols, with 
which the writer assisted, (12). 

15* i.e. we have four members of group 19 and three members of 
group 20 . The question arises whether in these groups 
some yet unrecognized influence induced the pronounced 
acquiescence of the sUbjects . 

16* Typically these subjects made such comments as: "r would 
like to be t he coordinator's assistant because organiza
tion work appeals to me, yet the r espons ibility of being 
the coordinator seems over-whelming" or "r was very anxious 
to get my test scor e rating ... " or again : " ... r would do 
it, depending on what is expected of me". 

17* During one of the work periods he di d not count at aIl but 
put down random numbers. Since he r eceived the same score 
as before, he concluded that counting did not matter. 

18* The subjects' remarks indicated that ther e were misrper
ceptions regarding the function of the coordinator and the 
mechanics of the r eallocation of functions. 

19* Subject 1916 indicated a preference for the next lower 
position and at the same time was inter ested in coordina
tion work. Subject 2016, similarly showed interest in 
coordination but on other responses indicated a preference 
for his present position. 

20* Sample comments : "r feel my method of counting would bring 
only average efficiency ... the leader should judge the 
distribution of work."; "At the present r feel r could not 
fi Il the position adequately. "; "r would be satisfied to 
move to pos ition 2 if my score indicates t he wi sdom of 
such a move." 

21* This subject by far preferred the next lower position, yet 
she stated e1sewhere that she want ed to move to position 4 
for "more challenge". 
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APPENDIX 

INSTRUMENTS USED DURING EXPERIMENT 

Samples of Slides Used During Experiment 

Questionnaire Items 

Typical Layout of Analysis Sheet 



SAMPLES OF "SLIDES" USE]) DURING EXPERIMENT 

139 140 

441 



QUESTIONNAIRE # 1. ' 

Please answer t he following questions carefully and 
feel free to make any pertinent comments. You have 
ten minutes ta answer these six questions. 

Your serial number: 

. . . . . . . . 

1) Indicate by a score between l and 10 how much you would 
like to work in each ' of the five positions listed 

Position l 
2 
3 
4 
5 

• • • • • 
• • • • • · . . . . 
• • • • • · . . . . 

Base your score on your 
familiarity with the work 
as well as yourpersonal 
preferences 

A very high score is to mean that you would very much like 
to work in the position, a very low score is to mean that 
you would cather dislike working there. 

2) Based on your experience with the different types of 
counting work so far " indicate what sort of score you 
would expect to get now if you were to take another 
abilitJ test. DiscuSS-if you like. 



gUESTIONNAlRE # 2) PAGE ONE 

Please answer the following questions carefully and 
feel free to make any pertinent comments. You have 
three minutes to answer these two questions. 

Your serial number: • • • • • • 

1) Based on youx test and practice exper ience so far, 
what do you think you would now score on another ability 
test? 

2) On the basis of ability with respect to the task before 
you, how would you place youxself within your group? 
Indicate your answer by a number between l and 5; l is 
to mean lowest, 5 is to mean highest. Do not hesitate to 
express your confidence if in spite of your test resul~ 
at the first trial you feel you are rather good at the 
task. By the same token, if you feel luck helped you with 
your score try to honestly assess your true position. 
Sta,te youx considerations plea$e. 



~UESTIONNAIRE # 2 PAGE TWO 

Youx seriai number: 

• • • • • • • • 

3) Suppose the functions within the different positions 
could not be redistributed, to what position other than 
youx present one would you like to move? Give your reasons. 

4) Wou Id you like to be coordinator or his assistant for 
this group? Give youx reasons. 

5) What average score for accuracy do you think you will 
get in the work you have just completed? 

6) Suppose the position of assistant to the coordinator 
involved no ad ditional pay, only additional duties, with, 
however, the chance of succeding the coordinator should 
his position become vacant. Under these conditions, 
would you be interested in assuming the the additional 
duties ' of being his assistant? Diseuss. 



QUESTIONNAIRE # 3 

Your Serial Number .•...• 

f1'his is the f iné:il phase of our study. Would you now take 

abo ut five or ten minutes to write down your c omments , 

ref J..e ctions, and sû.îSgestions re5arding the study as you 

expe.rienctà it. 

Î 



TYPICAL LAYOUT OF ANALYSIS SHEET 
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21 22 • 

23 24 


